Montreal Premiere Supreme

The Deluxe Edition of the Montreal Premiere semi-hollow body series

Specs
- Figured Flame top, back & sides
- Canadian Wild Cherry body
- with "Breathe-Through" carved Spruce core
- Mahogany set-neck
- Bound Richlite™ fingerboard & high-glass headstock
- Large dot fingerboard inlays
- Custom Polished high-glass finish
- Graphtech Ratio™ tuned machine heads
- Graphtech ResoMax bridge system
- Double-bound binding
- Trapeze tailpiece
- 2x Custom Seymour Duncan humbucker pickups (Neck: SH II Jazz / Bridge: Custom III)
- 3-way Toggle Switch, 1x Volume, 1x Tone
- 12" (300 mm) fingerboard radius
- 24 3/4" (629 mm) Scale
- 1 11/16" (43 mm) nut width
- Colors: Lightburst Flame HG
- Includes TRIC Deluxe case

Made In Canada
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